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Quick Release Kit

Fixes the annoying and time consuming problem of
having to remove your whole strut brace

The new KSB790 Quick Release kit to the product
range now makes it so easy to remove your centre
strut brace bar.
Designed specifically to suit Whiteline strut braces, the
kit is supplied with 2x Quick Release with instructions
to convert your existing through bolts.
The QR (Quick Release) clamps make it a breeze to
remove oil caps, brake reservoir caps etc for servicing
but the main advantage is to be found in the rear of
hatch backs and wagons.
These specific targets are where the benefits of rear
bracing are particularly important but come at the
expense of intrusion into the load carrying space. The
other is B-pillar braces which are great for racing but
illegal for road use. Using the QR clamps makes it
easy to add and remove the brace for competition use.
It is in this area where Whiteline have scored a first by
making the QR clamps standard on certain key
applications. The new alignment catalogue will
contain some new part numbers indicating the
standard inclusion of the QR clamps. Just look for the
“Q” suffix
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Quick Release standard on these
strut brace part numbers:
KSB525Q
KSB529Q
KSB535Q
KSB586Q
KSB590Q
KSB714Q
KSB715Q

Civic rear
Nissan S13/Silvia rear
Nissan B13/N14 rear
Subaru WRX GD wagon rear
Subaru Liberty Forester wagon rear
Civic EJ-EK B pillar
#
Integra B pillar

ORDER NOW

We can ship anywhere.
Call, mail, fax, or E-mail
your order now... Need help, call us.

*Price current at time of print but subject to change without notice

KSB790

$45.00
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For specialist advice in Australia call Free call 1800 040 003
For New Zealand Free call 0800 FLAT OUT (352 8688) or, contact
Whiteline direct on ph:61-2-9603 0111 Fax:61-2-9820 2500
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